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EVAEXPANDS ITS GPS VEHICLE TRACKING SERVICES BY ADDING
A DICE WIRELESS WEB SERVER

EVA, a leading provider of GPS vehicle tracking devices, today announced it is expanding its
vehicle tracking technology infrastructure to include a state-of-the-art DICE Wireless web
server. This will provide EVA customers with DICE Wireless' powerful Internet-based vehicle
tracking system and data protection.

(PRWEB) September 11, 2003 -- De Pere, WI--(PRWEB) September 11, 2003--EVA,a leading provider of
GPS vehicle tracking devices, today announced it is expanding its vehicle tracking technology infrastructure to
include a state-of-the-art DICE Wireless web server. This will provide EVAcustomers with DICE Wireless'
powerful Internet-based vehicle tracking system and data protection.

The combination of an EVAvehicle tracking device and a DICE Wireless web server allows dealerships to
monitor the location of their assets from a secured web page that is accessible from just a basic web browser on
a home or business PC. This system allows the dealer to gather information on each vehicle's location, driving
direction, and speed. Existing customers will be permitted to stay on their current server solution while new
users will activate their accounts on the DICE server.

Michael O'Malley, Director of EVA,states, "The introduction of the DICE Wireless server will benefit EVA
customers by enhancing the stability of the EVAsolution with a triple redundancy system." He also points out
that the new server will give new accounts the ability to take advantage of an expandable suite of service
offerings including emergency notification through a security network of call centers. Most importantly, it
reinforces EVA'scommitment to the Buy Here Pay Here Dealer. EVAenables the BHPH Dealer to recover
skips fast thereby reducing lost revenue and increasing return on investment. EVAtakes the risk out of Buy
Here Pay Here.

About EVA
EVA(www.evaonline.biz) is a leading provider of GPS vehicle tracking devices to Buy Here Pay Here
Dealerships throughout North America. The company leadership possesses a proven record in the development,
manufacturing, and sales of wireless technologies. EVAcombines Global Positioning System (GPS) technology
with the efficiency of the Cellemetry(r) network, giving customers far-reaching coverage across the United
States, Mexico, and Canada. EVAcurrently has thousands of satisfied Buy Here Pay Here customers
throughout North America. EVAcan be reached at (866) 634 6348.

About DICE Wireless
DICE Wireless (www.dicewireless.com) is the largest supplier of telematics software in the location based
services industry, providing asset tracking and global positioning systems and services to VARs(value-added
resellers) and OEMs. These businesses rely on DICE Wireless' software to operate and supply their clients with
solutions that give them a competitive edge. DICE Wireless currently has over half a million units in the field
worldwide that monitor the movement of cars, trucks, people, cargo, and a whole host of other assets. DICE
Wireless can be reached at (800) 786-3423.

To arrange an interview with Michael J. O'Malley, please call him directly at
(920) 617-6908 or email him at Michael.omalley@infea.biz.
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Contact Information
Michael O'Malley
EVA
http://www.evaonline.biz
(920) 617-6908

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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